TELEPORT SERVICES

Global, world-class
ground segment
The most advanced technology
and our complete infrastructure portfolio
to guarantee your operations.

OUR SERVICE
Telefónica Global Solutions’ infrastructure is built
to guarantee our customers‘ operations, including
eleven Teleports located across the Americas
(Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Mexico, Peru, USA) and Spain, delivering services
worldwide and meeting the most demanding
standards quality.

Our Hubs are strategically located in areas with
low rainfall levels and low risk of large weather
phenomena, which helps provide a good signal
transmission. Furthermore, our Teleports follow
high standards such as ANSI/TIA-942 which
comply with national civil defense requirements.

Delivering “always-on” infrastructure
for your service is our goal
Our teleports have cutting-edge technology,
robust infrastructure and a complete service portfolio

·

Housing:
From Shared or dedicated
colocation space to outdoor and
indoor equipment (RF, antenna,
baseband, toll gate).
Power supply and cooling
redundant systems, suitable
for continuous operations for
10 days in case of contingency.
Detection and ﬁre extinguishment,
surveillance 24x7 and access
control.

·
·
·

Remote and local hands & eyes
service. Basic and specialized level.
Civil works and infrastructure
installation.
Three 24x7 specialized NOCs
in “Follow the Sun” model with support
in Spanish, English and Portuguese.

·

The best terrestrial connectivity
access from our Hubs with multiple
options:
Internet, MPLS and dedicated link.
Direct submarine cable connectivity,
which makes it possible to provide an
uninterrupted connectivity service
worldwide through ﬁbre rings.

How do our Teleports help?
·
·

Global service that meets regional
needs, being the largest provider of
Teleport housing services.

·

Specialized team with extensive
experience in services and satellite
platforms, IP services and
connectivity to give you a solution
that goes from the design and
implementation to the operation.

Customized and scalable solution that
improves your competitiveness not only
from an operative and technology
perspective, but also in your growth
and expansion plans.

·

High availability, SLAs and Quality of
Service thanks to our offer that includes
24 × 7 monitoring, security, service
continuity and three specialized NOC.

Ad-hoc projects, aimed at service
providers: Satellite (MEO, LEO, HTS),
Operators and OTTs.
Scalable solution according to your
investment and strategy plan.
Take your services wherever you want
through our international network MPLS.

The value generated by the Telefónica Group guarantees the highest quality in the most
challenging connectivity environments.
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Telefónica’s international network is supported over
infrastructure owned by Telxius, a Telefónica Group company.

More than 17,000
satellite accesses

More than 200
B2B customers in more
than 25 countries

11 Satellite
Teleports

3 NOCs
Spain (Spanish/English)
Peru (Spanish/English/Portuguese)
Brazil (Portuguese/Spanish/English)

Satellite Teleport

SAM-1 Extension to DR

SAM-1 cable

MAREA cable

PCCS cable

BRUSA cable

UNISUR cable

MISTRAL cable

Wide service portfolio:
VSAT, Backhaul, Mobility,
Teleport Services.

All satellite
technologies & space
segment providers
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